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Rule To Build By:	  	  
To	  maximize	  flexibility	  of	  architectural	  form,	  assemble	  complex	  structures	  from	  simple	  
repeating	  units	  (Morris	  &	  Staudinger,	  2012).	  	  	  
 
What:  
Rayonnant cathedrals were types of Gothic cathedrals, such as St. Chapelle, where emphasis was 
placed on letting in as much light as possible, often through stained glass (Bony,1983).  
Similarly, chloroplasts are energy-processing organelles that harness light energy to make food.   
 
How:  
Human-made: 

The “French word rayonnant means radiating” (Bony, 1983), referring to the repeated 
units of stained glass that radiate from the center of a rose window , like in the example of the 
rose window of Notre Dame of Paris (Figure 1).  Like all Gothic cathedrals, Rayonnant churches 
incorporated repeating subunits of squares into their floor plan, often utilizing the Golden Ratio 
to create geometrically perfect spaces (von Simson, 1952).   
 
Biological: 

The production and usage of energy is vital to all cellular life, and there are many 
different ways to synthesize it.  In all eukaryotic cells, the major energy-producers are 
membrane-bounded organelles such as mitochondria and chloroplasts.  These organelles take in 
certain chemicals, put them through a series of chemical reactions, and produce energy in the 
form of ATP, along with byproducts.  This process is known as metabolism, and the important 
energy-creating chemical reactions are usually performed across a membrane.  In mitochondria, 
this has led to the innermost membrane forming a complex, highly folded matrix so as to 
maximize all possible membrane surface area (Plopper, 2016).   

Chloroplasts are photosynthetic organelles, meaning that one of the reactants in their 
metabolic process is light energy, which is harnessed to break bonds and form new products.  It 
is a widely accepted theory that both chloroplasts and mitochondria were originally independent 
bacteria that were endocytosed by the proto-eukaryote, and live in a symbiotic relationship now 
(Pollard & Earnshaw, 2008).  As a highly organized metabolic organelle, the chloroplasts of 
plant cells must utilize repeated subunits in order to efficiently carry out their tasks.  This is 
mainly done inside of the chloroplast, with multiple stacks of thylakoids, which are organized 
neatly and efficiently.  Thylakoids are individual membranous disks, usually stacked together, 
where the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis take place (Plopper, 2016).   
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The thylakoid stacks, or grana, form interconnected compartments, allowing for 
movement of the materials within each grana from one to another.  The light-dependent reactions 
of photosynthesis occur on and across the thylakoid membrane, since this is where pigment 
molecules are embedded (Pollard & Earnshaw, 2008).  It is also a good location because in both 
mitochondria and chloroplasts, the final step in creating ATP involves the harvesting of a proton 
gradient that has been built up.  In photosynthesis, the reactions building the gradient start with 
the light-sensitive pigment in the membrane, and push protons from one side to another so that 
they are far more concentrated inside the thylakoid.  Finally, the protons are allowed to flow 
back across the membrane, powering an enzyme that creates ATP, called ATP synthase (Pollard 
& Earnshaw, 2008).   

Chloroplasts are also the reason that leaves and other plant material looks green, because 
of a common pigment located in the thylakoids.  This pigment, chlorophyll, absorbs most light 
besides green light, and therefore looks green because that is the color it reflects.  Chlorophyll is 
found in photosystems within the thylakoid membrane, which are involved in the first step in the 
light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis.  Photosystems are another example of subunits that 
are repeated multiple times within the thylakoid membrane, to maximize light absorption for 
photosynthesis (Plopper, 2016).   

Each chloroplast typically contains dozens of thylakoids, each of which have hundreds of 
sites along their membranes that include photosystems for starting photosynthesis.  Since these 
chloroplasts are a major source of food and energy molecules for plants, each plant cell will 
include many repeated subunits of around a hundred chloroplasts at most (Kubínová, Janácek, 
Lhotáková, Kubínová, & Albrechtová, 2014).  This is how plant cells are able to sustain 
themselves with enough energy needed to perform their functions.   

 
Why:  
Human-made:  
 To aid in ease of construction, Romanesque, Gothic, and Rayonnant cathedrals often used 
repeated subunits of squares in their ground plans.  Architects often believed in the simplicity 
and utility of incorporating geometry into their blueprints.  Floor plans of churches often 
consisted of repeated squares or rectangles to lay out the main aisle of the church, with additional 
semicircles and wall adornments added additionally (Figure 2).  Panels of stained glass were also 
repeated, in Rayonnant especially in order to let as much light as possible into the church (Figure 
3).   
 
Biological: 
 Plants are photosynthetic organisms, meaning that they require light in order to produce 
energy.  Since photosynthesis happens within the chloroplasts, light passage must be maximized 
in order for a substantial amount of energy to be made.  Chloroplasts are generally concentrated 
closer to the outer edge of the plant in cells, closer to sunlight.  Since the thylakoids within the 
chloroplasts need to have light strike their photosystems in order for reactions to start, their 
repeating subunits are arranged in flat disk-like shapes so that a wider surface area can face the 
light (Pollard & Earnshaw, 2008).  The stacking of thylakoids as grana also ensures that even if 
light hits the granum from the side, there is plenty of surface area to make use of it through 
photosynthesis (Figure 4).   
 Even though the optimization of thylakoid positioning ensures that its own energy 
production is occurring properly, a single chloroplast’s energy output is not enough to support a 
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whole cell.  Thus, plant cells each contain dozens of chloroplasts to aid their energy production, 
as well as some mitochondria for another type of metabolism.  As all the chloroplasts utilize their 
various grana of thylakoids, a plant cell becomes a beautiful image of light streaming in past the 
cell wall and through the membrane, like the glass and walls of a church, striking the chlorophyll 
pigment and releasing a green color, like how stained glass was used to ‘energize’ worshippers in 
Gothic churches.   
 

Figures:  

 
Figure 1: Rose window of Notre Dame of Paris.  Demonstrates use of repeating subunits of 
circles and wedges to make a pattern. (Figure from: http://www.therosewindow.com/pilot/Paris-
N-Dame/images/Paris-N-Dame-N-40612.JPG) 
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Figure 2: Floor plan of St. Chapelle.  This is a 2-story church, and consists of many rectangular 
subunits comprising the nave, and a semicircular section for the choir. (Figure from: https://s-
media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/63/9a/a5/639aa560ae8dfdaa30b2de0d272a6935.jpg) 
 

 
Figure 3: Interior of St. Chapelle.  This church contains 50-foot tall glass panels, each depicting 
scenes from a different book of the Bible. (Figure from: 
https://lifeaperture.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/dsc0051.jpg) 
 

 
Figure 4: Thylakoids stacked together to form grana.  The thylakoids are the individual disks, 
and 2 grana are pictured here. (Figure from: http://www.artinaid.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/04/Thylakoids.jpg) 
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